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 DISAFFECTION AND DISSENT IN

 EAST GERMANY

 BY PEDRO RAMET

 COMMUNISM traces deviance, disaffection, and dissent alike to
 alienation and presocialist forms of consciousness. Insofar as the

 building of communism brings about an end to exploitation and alien-
 ation, deviance, disaffection, and dissent should disappear with them.
 The persistence of disaffection and articulate dissent, or of crime, de-
 linquency, and social deviance generally, represents a failure of social-

 ization-a failure, thus, of the system. Communist regimes are anxious,
 therefore, to deny the existence of crime, to expel dissenters, and to curb

 social deviance. Dissent and deviance are troubling in yet another respect.
 Insofar as Marxism aspires to eliminate social conflict and traces it to
 differences in social or class interest, dissent and deviance may be taken
 to reflect the persistence of differences in perceived interest, whether
 "objectively" rooted in class differences or not.

 Dissent is therefore a central issue for communist systems and has
 accordingly been amply discussed in Western scholarship. Disaffection,

 as an analytical category, has been far less amply treated,' though, as I
 shall argue, it is as great a concern to communist regimes as is dissent.
 We may begin by drawing distinctions among the chief terms at issue.
 Dissatisfaction, treated technically, may be seen as discontent with the

 way in which certain parts of the system operate or with certain policies
 of the regime, without the legitimacy or even the optimality of the

 I Relevant studies include: Zygmunt Bauman, "Social dissent in the East European po-
 litical system," Archives Europe'enes de Sociologie I2 (No. I, I971); Archie Brown and Jack
 Gray, eds., Political Culture and Political Change in Communist States (New York: Holmes
 and Meier, I977); Walter D. Connor, "Dissent in Eastern Europe: A New Coalition?"
 Problems of Communism 29 (January-February i980); Walter D. Connor, "Social Change
 and Stability in Eastern Europe," Problems of Communism 26 (November-December 1977);
 Andrzej Korbonski, "Conformity and Dissent in Eastern Europe," paper presented at the
 Second World Congress of Soviet and East European Studies, Garmisch-Partenkirchen,
 Germany, October i980; Alfred G. Meyer, "Political Change through Civil Disobedience
 in the USSR and Eastern'Europe," in J. Roland Pennock and John W. Chapman, eds.,
 Political and Legal Obligation I2: Yearbook of the American Society for Political and Legal
 Philosophy (New York: Atherton Press, I970); and Peter Veres, "Alienation: A Hungarian
 View," East Europe I4 (March i965). Disaffection, as treated here, is a specific type of
 cognitive dissonance. In this connection, the general literature on this theory is also relevant,
 in particular: Elliot Aronson, "The Theory of Cognitive Dissonance: A Current Perspective,"
 in Leonard Berkowitz, ed., Advances in Experimental Psychology (New York: Academic Press,
 i969), I-34; Leon Festinger, A Theory of Cognitive Dissonance (Evanston, Ill.: Row, Peterson,
 I957); and Leon Festinger, ed., Conflict, Decision and Dissonance (Stanford, Calif.: Stanford
 University Press, i964).
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 86 WORLD POLITICS

 system ever necessarily being called into question. Hence, for example,
 when East Germany ran short of basic foodstuffs in late I982, workers

 in Dresden went on strike and shouted, "We demand better supplies!
 We want meat and vegetables!"2 The workers were clearly dissatisfied,
 and clearly blamed the authorities, but their protest, although of political
 importance, could scarcely be called "dissent."

 By contrast, disaffection may be defined as discontent with the system
 itself without necessarily entailing a belief in one's ability to change the
 system, but possibly being expressed in social nonconformism or devi-

 ance. The pilferage of socialist property in Czechoslovakia has been a
 highly popular form of protest since the establishment of the communist

 regime there;3 it reflects more than mere dissatisfaction, for pilferage is
 intended as a form of revenge against the system itself. Still, such activity
 would not ordinarily qualify as dissent.

 Finally, there is dissent itself, which may be defined as discontent with

 the system, charged by belief in one's ability to effect change, however
 gradual or however slight, and implying an external standard by which

 the system's performance is evaluated. The external standard is, of course,
 the heart of the matter and constitutes the core of the threat posed by
 dissenters to communist regimes. Obviously, all dissenters are disaffected
 and all disaffected are dissatisfied; but not all those dissatisfied are
 disaffected and not all those who qualify as disaffected are dissenters.

 There are several reasons for broadening our focus to include not
 merely dissent but also disaffection: first, disaffection is the seedbed from
 which dissent sprouts; second, it is both a broader and a more accurate
 measure of the problems, tensions, and dilemmas of a society; third,
 both dissenting disaffection and nondissenting disaffection can have
 political consequences-the latter insofar as it engenders apathy, anti-
 social attitudes and behavior, and antiregime sympathies; and fourth,
 disaffection is a more useful measure than dissent of the failure or limits
 of political socialization, because it embraces a much larger portion of
 the population.

 Disaffection may be expressed in different ways. Those disaffected
 may, of course, assert their potency to effect change and adopt a posture
 of dissent. Alternatively, they may conclude that they are unable to effect

 change in society and may resign themselves in a spirit of studied apathy.
 Finally, there is a middle ground in which they may tune out the regime

 2Bild (Hamburg), November 20, i982, trans. in Foreign Broadcast Information Service
 [FBIS], Daily Report (Eastern Europe), November 23, i982.

 3 Otto Ulk, "Social Deviance in Czechoslovakia," in Ivan Volgyes, ed., Social Deviance in
 Eastern Europe (Boulder, Colo.: Westview Press, I978), 28.
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 DISAFFECTION & DISSENT IN THE G.D.R. 87

 and drop out, becoming, in some sense, deviant. Deviants, in turn, may
 retreat into a counterculture (such as punk rock), which will in turn

 sustain their deviance and reinforce their disaffection. Social deviance

 may, thus, reflect a fundamental rejection of the dominant values of the

 society-in this case, the official political culture of Marxism-Leninism-

 and East Germany's Socialist Unity Party (S.E.D.) accordingly views

 social deviance with consternation. It is for this reason that, as Paul

 Shapiro has noted, communist regimes treat dissenters as deviants;4 it

 is equally true that communist regimes tend to treat deviants as potential

 dissenters.

 There are four basic sources of disaffection in the German Democratic

 Republic (G.D.R.) today: (i) As resocialization fails, the population be-

 comes susceptible to alternative cultures (whether punk rock or Christian

 faith) that provide value systems and points of reference independent
 of regime direction. These alternative cultures crystallize doubts about

 the system and reinforce disaffection by providing independent criteria
 for assessing the system. (2) Specific policy shortcomings, insofar as they

 are viewed as both systemic and endemic to the system, may spark
 disaffection and dissent. The militarization of East German education,

 persistent abuses of human rights, environmental problems, women's
 rights, and lingering discontent among the small Slavic Sorb population

 may be grouped in this class. (3) Marxism itself may be a stimulus to
 disaffection and dissent, as socialization instills values that the regime

 flouts. The political radicalism of Robert Havemann and Rudolf Bahro,

 for example, stemmed from their acceptance of Marxist premises. And

 (4) the incipient economic erosion of the "East German economic
 miracle"5 -new to the G.D.R.-may result in growing discontent with
 the regime's capacity to "deliver."

 These sources are of different character, weight, and importance.

 Categories i (the failure of resocialization) and 3 (the relative success in
 instilling new values) are attitudinal. The former affects members of
 society from diverse sectors, the latter becomes articulate only in the
 hands of intellectuals. The other two sources reflect regime performance,

 that is, specific policy shortcomings (category 2) and stagnation or erosion
 in economic performance (category 4). Policy shortcomings may affect

 only a particular group within East German society (e.g., Sorbs) or may
 have a wider impact (though the environmentalist case reminds us that

 wider impact does not necessarily translate into wider concern). The

 4 Paul H. Shapiro, "Social Deviance in Eastern Europe: On Understanding the Problem,"
 in Volgyes (fn. 3), I5.

 5 Neue Zfircher Zeitung, January 23 and 24, i983.
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 88 WORLD POLITICS

 effects of economic performance, on the other hand, are felt by the entire
 spectrum of society and thus have the capacity to excite other latent

 sources of disaffection-as the Polish case shows quite clearly. Indeed,
 although any of these sources can play a catalytic role, the economic
 factor is perhaps the most potent. Hence, by converse logic, the regime
 has hoped to "buy" political conformity.

 Discussion of these several sources of disaffection invites a further
 observation. Insofar as we may find it useful to describe a society as

 passing through sequential or overlapping crises of identity, legitimacy,
 participation, distribution, and penetration,6 and, under certain condi-
 tions, to speak of a reversal of the developmental process and the onset
 of political decay, we may expect to find that the strength and importance

 of any given source of disaffection-as a category, and not merely in
 terms of specific instances-will vary from phase to phase, and that
 these categories will play different roles in different crises. Certain kinds
 of disaffection may be more easily contained in certain developmental
 phases, and more apt to be translated into dissent in others. For the
 regime, this may signify that policy invariability, which communist
 parties perfervidly claim to practice, may be worse than an illusion: it
 may be a positive weakness.

 I propose to probe each of these sources of disaffection, to come to a
 preliminary assessment of the pervasiveness, depth, and importance of
 disaffection in each of these categories, to examine the extent to which

 disaffection has translated itself into dissent, and to estimate the untapped
 sources of dissent in each category of disaffection. The last of these four

 tasks will necessarily involve a degree of speculation. Finally, I shall
 argue that, far from leading to the transcending of alienation and the

 extirpation of disaffection, communist socialization and policy in East
 Germany have multiplied the sources of disaffection and deepened the
 potential for dissent.

 THE FAILURE OF SOCIALIZATION

 Communist systems may be understood, in part, as political engines
 for cultural transformation and resocialization. The dominant themes
 of East German resocialization have been the superiority of socialism,
 the identification of socialism with peace, the need for unity among
 "progressive" forces, antinationalism, secularization, and anti-individ-
 ualism.7 Connected with the themes of both socialist superiority and

 6 See Leonard Binder, "Crises of Political Development," in Leonard Binder et al., Crises
 and Sequences in Political Development (Princeton: Princeton University Press, I971), 3-72.

 7See Ivan Volgyes, "Political Socialization in Eastern Europe," Problems of Communism
 23 (January-February I974), 52.
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 antinationalism was the now more or less abandoned effort to instill a

 concept of a "socialist German nationality" distinct from "bourgeois

 German nationality," linked to the broader policy of Abgrenzung.8
 The steady erosion in the numerical strength of the Christian churches

 may be counted as a kind of "success" for S.E.D. policy, and some

 Western scholars have concluded that East Germans and West Germans

 are drifting apart in national consciousness.9 Even these "successes,"

 however, are compromised by the very tangible resilience of the Evan-

 gelical church today and its active role in the independent peace move-

 ment,I0 and by continuing signs of identification among East and West

 Germans, as well as by continuing contacts between citizens of the two
 Germanys-most recently between the anti-establishment Green Party
 of West Germany and anti-establishment pacifists in East Germany.
 Moreover, in a survey authorized by the East German regime, young

 people overwhelmingly indicated that they view themselves as Germans

 first and only secondly as citizens of the G.D.R."

 In other spheres of the S.E.D.'s resocialization program, the limits

 are even more tangible. The regime has tried to foster a kind of Systems-
 treue, but has failed to win the trust of the population or even, by some

 accounts, of the bureaucrats themselves, and the political sympathies of
 the population are said to lie with social-democratic ideas such as those
 propagated by the West German Social Democratic Party (S.P.D.). The

 regime has also tried to foster a sense of collective responsibility and
 collective ethic and to erode the basis for individualism. Yet, ironically,
 individualism has never flourished in Eastern Germany as much as today,
 whether one looks to the withdrawal and consumerism of the working
 and middle classes, or to the rejectionism and headlong assertive indi-
 vidualism of those youths caught up in the East German rock scene.'2

 The persistent flow of disaffected East Germans to the West-in-
 cluding, most recently, the request for political asylum in West Germany

 8 See Arthur M. Hanhardt, Jr., "Political Socialization in Divided Germany," Journal of
 International Affairs 27 (No. 2, i973), i88, I92, i96.

 9 Otto Luchterhandt, Die Gegenwartslage der Evangelischen Kirche in der DDR [The present
 situation of the Evangelical Church in the GDR] (Tiibingen: J.C.B. Mohr, i982), 3; Ernst
 Alfred Jauch, "Katholiken in der DDR" [Catholics in the GDR], Kirche in Not 26 (I978),
 66-67; and Kurt Sontheimer and Wilhelm Bleek, The Government and Politics of East
 Germany, trans. by Ursula Price (London: Hutchinson University Library, I975), 189.

 ? See Reinhard Henkys, "Kirche in der Deutschen Demokratischen Republik," in Paul
 Lendvai, ed., Religionsfreiheit und Menschenrechte [Freedom of religion and human rights]
 (Graz: Verlag Styria, i983), i65-I79; and Pedro Ramet, "Church and Peace in the GDR,"
 in Problems of Communism 33 (July/August i984).

 Werner Volkmer, "East Germany: Dissenting Views during the Last Decade," in Rudolf
 L. Tokes, ed., Opposition in Eastern Europe (London: Macmillan, I979), II4-II5.

 12"Interview with Robert Havemann," trans. by Jack Zipes in New German Critique, No.
 I5 (Fall I978), 4I-42, 45; and Gunter Minnerup, "East Germany's Frozen Revolution," New
 Left Review, No. I32 (March-April i982), 27-28.
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 by five relatives of East German Premier Willi Stoph'3-the outspoken
 remonstrations by articulate East German intellectuals such as Wolfgang
 Harich, Robert Havemann, and Rudolf Bahro, and the continued in-
 carceration of some 7,000 political prisoners in the G.D.R.'4 are probably
 the best-known reflections of the limitations of East Germany's re-
 socialization efforts. Equally troubling to the S.E.D. has been its inability
 to control crime. In Marxist-Leninist thinking, crime reflects social al-
 ienation, which is possible only in pluralist societies ("capitalism") or
 among persons retaining pluralist ideas ("bourgeois vestiges"). Unfor-
 tunately for adherents of this theory, crime has been most prevalent

 among precisely that group, that is, the youth, which has been nurtured
 entirely under the socialist system, and after the crime rate had risen

 for the fifth straight year in I973 the S.E.D. stopped publishing crime
 statistics.I5 Alcoholism has remained a persistent problem (linked with
 30 to 32 percent of violent crimes), and G.D.R. citizens have been more
 and more frequently beaten up by young "rowdies" for no reason what-
 soever. By spring i980, the crime level was so high that G.D.R. au-
 thorities broke with their habit of describing it as negligible and admitted
 that East German crime was rising tangibly.i6

 But whereas crime, alcoholism, and rowdyism represent inchoate

 forms of disaffection and reflect failures of socialization in its social

 aspect, antiregime activity represents a more focused and more dangerous
 strain of disaffection and reflects failures of socialization in its political

 aspect. In mid-i977, for instance, several hundred East German youths
 burned the blue shirts of the youth league (Free German Youth) in
 Pankow. Later, in October I977, a rock concert degenerated into an
 anti-Soviet demonstration when eight people became trapped in a ven-
 tilation shaft. The crowd (some 500 youths) shouted "Russians get out!"

 and "Germany awake!" (Deutschland erwache!-an old Nazi slogan).
 Police used water cannons and batons to suppress the youth.I7

 A decade ago, a Western observer could write that East German
 youth could no longer conceive of any alternative to the system estab-
 lished by the S.E.D.I8 More recently, however, the generational gap in

 3New York Times, February 26, I984. See also Los Angeles Times, February I9, I983;
 Washington Post, January 2I and 28, I984; and Kanada Kurier (Vancouver), February 2,
 I984.

 ' Some 83 political prisoners were released in December I983. See Neue Zuircher Zeitung,
 December 6, I983, and Frankfurter Allgemeine, January 27, I984.

 ' Hans-Jiurgen Grasemann, "Zwischen Ideologie und Realitat: Jugendkriminalitat in der
 DDR," [Between ideology and reality: Criminality of youth in the GDR] Deutsche Studien
 I4 (December I976), 368-369.

 *6 By 9 percent in the I977/I978 period: Ibid., 37I; Frankfurter Allgemeine, July IO, I973,
 and New York Times, May 6, I980.

 ' The Times (London), October Io, I977.
 .8 Herbert Prauss, "Jugend in der DDR" [Youth in the GDR], Kirche in Not 2I (I973), 8I.
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 the G.D.R. has acquired acute political overtones, and the party itself
 admits that university students are fed up with the steady doses of
 required ideological training.'9 Three important catalysts of the es-
 trangement of the youth may be mentioned-namely, the rock coun-
 terculture, the militarization of society spawned by the S.E.D., and the
 consequent attraction of the Christian churches as alternative foci of
 institutional loyalty.

 Rock music represents a minatory influence in several ways. First,
 rock music as a musical form tends to be hard driving and given to
 half-resolved or even unresolved dissonances.

 Stirring from the sixteenth century on was a desire for dissonances; an
 expression of the suffering, simultaneously autonomous and unfree subject,
 it was forced back time and again, down to the days of Salome, Elektra,
 and the atonal Schdnberg, and mostly, as in Mozart's 'Musical Joke', was
 permitted satisfaction only in disguise, as humorous parody.20

 Communist regimes, on the other hand, have shown a distinct preference
 for music falling into one of two categories-either triumphant, "pro-
 gressive," programmatic music, or mindless, nonevocatory, "harmless"
 music. As a musical form, rock has been generally considered harmful
 by East European communist elites.

 Second, rock lyrics have displayed a consistent and unmitigated sub-
 jectivity, refusing to cater to political parties or programs (East Germany's
 Dean Reed being an uncommon exception to this rule). As a result, rock
 lyrics have tended to be either egocentric or critical of social policy.
 Indeed, one of the roots of East German pacifism is the "make love not
 war ethic propagated in the rock counterculture associated with Bob
 Dylan, Donovan, and Joan Baez in the late i96os. Even then the regime
 worried about the effects of their protest songs, and dance clubs that
 played too much protest music were reprimanded. Indigenous groups
 began to imitate the protest genre, however, and in i965, at a perform-
 ance of the Leipzig rock group "Butlers," youths clashed with police,
 with several youths being arrested.2-

 Third, the S.E.D. has feared that rock music, and perhaps especially
 disco music, reinforces tendencies toward individualism, by accentuating
 private feelings and dramatizing individual perceptions. Rather than
 concentrating on relations between the sexes, disco music should be
 programmed to "contribute ... to the development of socialist person-

 9 Die Zeit, June I7, i983, and Forum (East Berlin, December i982), 3, trans. in Joint
 Publications Research Service [JPRS], East Europe Report, No. 83252 (April I3, i983).

 20 Theodor W. Adorno, Introduction to the Sociology of Music, trans. by E. B. Ashton (New
 York: Seabury Press, I976), 22I.

 21 Klaus Ehring and Martin Dallwitz, Schwerter zu Pflugscharen [Swords into ploughshares]
 (Hamburg: Rowohlt Taschenbuch Verlag, i982), 90-92.
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 92 WORLD POLITICS

 alities by linking entertainment, sociability, topical information and ed-

 ucation."22

 In the early I970s, with Erich Honecker's accession to power and the

 G.D.R.'s eventual garnering of diplomatic recognition from most states

 in the international community, the hope arose among East German

 youth that the authorities would at last try to live up to their high-

 sounding ideals. In reflection of this hope, East German rock groups,

 such as the Renft Combo, became bolder in their lyrics. The regime,

 however, was not disposed to tolerate a proliferation of protest, even if

 "disguised" as musical diversion, and banned the Renft Combo in I974.

 The banning of the Renft Combo, a prominent rock group in its time,

 was widely interpreted to signify that rock groups should eschew "neg-

 ative" political themes. The subsequent expulsion of singer Wolf Bier-
 mann in I976 seemed to confirm the accuracy of this interpretation.

 Faced with the uncomfortable fact that young people were gravitating

 toward rock music and thus, that regime hostility to rock music would

 only deepen the disaffection of youth, the S.E.D. decided, in I976, to
 loosen up strictures on dance clubs and to allow the establishment of

 carefully monitored discotheques. Hence, under the guidance of the

 Ministry of Culture, "disco moderators" receive training in ideology,
 and district academies conduct disco workshops. The regime continues
 to watch East German rock groups closely, fearing not merely insidious
 political criticism but also the "moral decay" promoted by subjective

 individualism and ostentatious vulgarity. Thus, in March I983, the East

 German cultural journal Sonntag criticized the "vulgar" lyrics of certain
 rock groups in the G.D.R., noting that some rock musicians seem to

 believe that the more vulgar their lyrics are, the better.23 This appre-
 hensive posture is balanced by a strategy of trying to channel rock music
 away from opposition; in an expression of this strategy, the Free German
 Youth organization organized a massive rock festival attended by some

 4,000 youths in October I983.24
 Recently, punk counterculture has also penetrated the G.D.R., and

 today there is a thriving punk rock scene with adherents in all the major

 East German cities. In its more consistent and articulate strains, punk
 is a species of cultural nihilism, repudiating as a whole all establishment

 values: the dissident dimension here is obvious. But even in its less

 22 From the East Berlin magazine Melodie und Rhythmus; quoted in Frankfurter Allgemeine,
 September I5, i982, trans. in JPRS, East Europe Report, No. 8I94I (October 7, i982).

 23Iwe-Tagesdienst (Bonn, March 26, i983), trans. in JPRS, East Europe Report, No. 83359
 (April 28, i983).

 24 ijesnik (Zagreb), October 28, i983.
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 articulate strains, punk culture is unmistakenly an anti-establishment
 pose in which, in the East German context, Marxism-Leninism, the
 S.E.D., and the entire program of resocialization are rejected as foolish
 irrelevancies at best. This attitude is aptly captured in the slogan with

 which East German "punkers" have taken to adorning public build-
 ings-"legal, illegal, scheissegal."25 The regime is equally clear about its

 attitude toward the punk counterculture, which it describes as "unmit-
 igatedly hostile" to its program.26 Students who come to school with
 multicolored hair and punk fashions are punished by having critical

 entries made in their permanent academic files; that these entries are

 likely to block future professional advancement is obvious. The East

 German security police (colloquially known as the Stasi) have likewise
 been mobilized against punk adherents; they broke up punk gatherings
 of more than ioo persons in Leipzig in March i98i and of some 400 to

 500 punkers in July I982, again in Leipzig.27
 Cultural disaffection is the keynote of punk. A nineteen-year-old East

 German punker put it this way: "Philistinism turns me off. I am against

 Germanness. The German is, for me, a petit bourgeois and a philistine
 by nature. I am bothered by this whole pretense, by this mask which
 is there but which no one removes."28 Disaffection with "this whole
 pretense" is the substratum underlying punk nihilism and, although it

 at present constitutes a drop-out mentality, it could at some future time

 be catalyzed into more active dissent. In either case, this species of
 disaffection obstructs the resocialization program and hinders regime
 efforts to fashion a "new communist man and woman."

 PACIFISM AND THE CHURCHES

 As alternative social institutions with alternative value systems, the

 churches remain potent stimuli of nonsocialist thinking and ideas, sharp-

 ening the cognitive dissonance between normative standards and the
 socialist reality, and thus stimulating disaffection from the communist
 system. State Secretary for Religious Affairs Klaus Gysi has recognized
 this and noted, in i98i, that "as long as the Church remains a Church,
 it must be independent. We are of the opinion that it will, in this fashion,
 never be fully integrated in our society as a social force."29 It cannot be

 25Euphemistically translated: "legal, illegal, all the same." All translations are by the
 author unless otherwise noted.

 26 Quoted in Der Spiegel, January 3, i983, p. 44.
 27Ibid., p. I22.

 28Ibid.,p I 3I.
 29 Quoted in Henkys (fn. IO), I76.
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 fully integrated because it is alien to communism and because church
 and party offer competing value systems. The churches have also been

 recalcitrant when it comes to specific desiderata of S.E.D. religious policy.

 Thus, although the regime hoped at one time to reduce the churches

 to carrying out liturgical functions, neither the Evangelical church nor

 the Catholic church has been willing to accept this role.30 Through the

 mouthpiece of the East Christian Democratic Union (C.D.U.), the regime

 has urged that "we Christian Democrats can ... only fulfill our social
 obligation if we penetrate even deeper into Marxism-Leninism and use

 the resulting insights-regardless of the ineffaceable differences between

 Christian faith and atheism-as the instrument of our social work."3'

 Neither church has embraced this approach. Finally, the regime has
 defined the terms of policy so that, by definition, the regime is a peace
 movement, the only pacifism worthy of the name is that which supports
 the regime, critical distance is disloyalty, and disaffection is the breeding
 ground of opposition. Instead of accepting the practice of "policy by

 definition," the Evangelical church has, under the influence of the World
 Council of Churches, the Lutheran World Federation, and the Confer-

 ence of European Churches, spoken out on the subject of peace with
 increasing frequency since i968, and, although the government threat-

 ened, in i98i, to crack down unless the Evangelical church toned down
 its criticism and broke off contacts with West German Evangelicals, the
 church refused to comply and, on the contrary, became subsequently
 even more active in its engagement in public discussion of the theme
 of peace.32 And, although the Catholic church's approach to the subject
 of pacifism has been far more low-key, the Catholic bishops did address

 the subject in a pastoral letter of January 2, I983, condemning the
 militarization of East German life.33

 Both the fledgling independent peace movement and church involve-
 ment in it must be traced to the steady militarization of East German
 society. From the beginning, the S.E.D. has held that pacifism under
 socialism is "objectively" antipacifism.34 Since December i, i98i, all

 G.D.R. citizens between ages i8 and 65 are obliged to participate in
 civil defense training exercises, which often involve whole sections of a
 city. Nursery school children are taught to sing songs about army life

 3 Luchterhandt (fn. 9) 68; and Jauch (fn. 9), 71, 73-74.
 3'Quoted in Luchterhandt (fn. 9), 66.
 32 Ibid., 7I-72; and "Notes on Church-State Relations," Journal of Church and State 23

 (Winter i98i), i66.
 33Frankfurter Allgemeine, January 4 and 7, I983.
 34See Leipziger Volkszeitung, February i, i962, as cited in Ehring and Dallwitz (fn. 2I),

 I4-I5.
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 and to play martial games. In fourth grade, sports instructors introduce

 marching and military formation. In sixth and seventh grades, students

 take part in maneuvers organized by the Young Pioneer Organization

 in cooperation with officers of the National People's Army (N.V.A.): in

 sports classes, these students are trained in the use of hand grenades

 and run obstacle courses similar to those used in military basic training.

 In eighth grade, students begin special military sports exercises that

 include the firing of hand arms and hand grenades, rope climbing, first

 aid, and air defense. Since September I978, ninth- and tenth-graders
 participate in formal "premilitary" training, which includes a two-week

 period of intensive training at the end of the school year. Since September
 I, i98i, premilitary and ambulance training has also been obligatory for

 all eleventh-graders, with special twelve-day summer sessions.35
 The accompanying sharpening of hostile stereotypes of the West pro-

 voked sharp reaction from Evangelical and Catholic clergy alike. In a

 series of sermons published in early I982, for instance, Catholic Bishop
 Joachim Wancke of Erfurt criticized the overemphasis on defense and

 defense readiness and the habituation, in schools, of students to think

 in terms of enemies. Bishop Wancke also advocated the institution of a

 civil service alternative to military service-an idea increasingly popular
 among East Germany's disaffected.36 Meanwhile, in April 198I, the
 "Church and Society" committee of the Evangelical church convoked

 a congress on the theme, "Peace Today," and invited all interested

 persons to attend, in order to bring together for the first time the

 previously isolated groups and individuals in the G.D.R. concerned with

 peace. Pacifist consciousness swelled, and between late i98i and early
 I982 small groups of pacifists appeared in many East German cities. In

 late i98i, young pacifists planned a peace demonstration to be held at
 the wreckage of the Frauenkirche in Dresden on the anniversary (on

 February I3, I982) of the bombardment of Dresden. News of the demon-
 stration spread by word of mouth ("Buschfunk"), and the church lead-
 ership in Saxony, fearing that the event could lead to open confrontation
 with the authorities, decided to co-opt the demonstration and to try to
 keep it "within limits." Although only one short notice appeared in a
 local newspaper, "Buschfunk" worked well enough to turn out some
 5,000 youths from all over the country. Many others were prevented from

 35Suiddeutsche Zeitung, September 8, i982, trans. in JPRS, East Europe Report, No. 8I94I
 (October 7, i982); and Ehring and Dallwitz (fn. 2I), 20-25. See also Timothy Garton Ash,
 "Swords into Ploughshares: The Unofficial 'Peace Movement' and the Churches in East
 Germany," Religion in Communist Lands I (Winter i983), 245-246.

 36 Wiener Tagebuch (October i982), trans. in JPRS, East Europe Report, No. 822IO (No-
 vember IO, I982).
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 attending by police, who headed off many youths on their way to Dres-
 den and who ordered some known pacifists to stay at home that day.

 At Dresden, speakers demanded the introduction of obligatory "peace
 education" in the schools, and in the months that followed, similar peace

 forums were held in Potsdam, Eisenach, and Burg (Spreewald), drawing
 in a total of more than io,ooo youths.37

 The Evangelical church has sponsored various lectures, discussions,
 and seminars on peace throughout the country and has, for the past
 several years, sponsored a ten-day annual peace conference. It has called
 for arms negotiations in good faith, asked the Soviets to destroy some

 of their SS-20 missiles, and criticized the militarization of East German

 society. By April I982, the regime decided that the emerging peace
 movement constituted a political opposition and banned the "swords
 into ploughshares" shoulder patch that had become the emblem of the
 movement. Far from buckling under, however, the peace movement

 established contacts with the anti-establishment Green Party of West
 Germany; by the end of I983, the regime was bent on isolating and
 emasculating the pacifist groups. Well over a hundred East German

 pacifists were arrested during I983, and many of these were summarily
 expelled from the country.38

 POLICY PROBLEMS AND DISAFFECTION

 Earlier in this paper, five specific areas of policy problems were listed:
 the militarization of East German education and society, persistent abuses
 of human rights, environmental problems, women's rights, and discon-
 tent among the Sorbs. Disaffection with regime policy in these areas

 has spawned groups of anywhere from 5 to ioo persons in size, in
 various medium-sized towns and in all the larger cities. These groups
 lack both the formal structure of the Christian churches and the stable
 behavioral diversions of the disco and punk countercultures. They also

 lack, as a rule, an all-embracing Weltanschauung, and, in contrast to the
 disaffected analyzed under category I (failure of socialization), they tend

 to focus on more specific issues. There is, however, a grey area between

 categories I and 2 produced by the merging of some of these groups
 (specifically the environmental groups and some feminist groups) and
 the independent peace movement, as well as by the obvious fact that
 some of the disaffected in this category are active Christians. The impact

 37Ehring and Dallwitz (fn. 2I), 59, 70; and Die Welt, June 2I, i982.
 38 Wall Street Journal, June 22, i983; Facts on File, July i, i983, p. 490; Neue Zfircher

 Zeitung, September 2, i983 and January 4, i984; and Frankfurter Allgemeine, October 24
 and November 5, I983.
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 of the militarization of East German education has already been dis-

 cussed above.
 Human rights issues range from conscientious objection and the desire

 for alternative social service (beyond the construction brigade39) to de-
 mands for freedom of conscience, association, speech, and assembly, as

 spelled out in a pamphlet distributed in the G.D.R. in summer i98i.

 The authors of this pamphlet also called for the release of all political

 prisoners, a general amnesty, and free elections with free nomination of

 candidates and secret ballots. Human rights activist Dr. Werner Schd-
 dicke, a Leipzig physician, went to prison in I974 for a six-year term for

 having written various letters and tracts calling on the regime to honor

 basic human rights, including the right to emigrate. GUnter and Leni
 Prager, and Bernd and Gerdi Sobe similarly received prison terms for

 having transmitted information likely to tarnish the East German image
 abroad. The Sobes had written to the U.N. Secretary General and the

 U.N. Human Rights Commission about "serious violations of human
 rights in the GDR." In August i980, Andreas Koburg received a four-

 year prison term in Potsdam for having asked the International Com-
 mittee of the Red Cross to send a delegation to East Germany to inspect

 prison conditions. In a related case, Dr. Wilhelm Kock, whose concern
 for human rights in Poland had prompted him to send financial aid to
 the Polish independent trade union Solidarity, was imprisoned, as were
 other East Germans who expressed sympathy for Solidarity.40 There are

 other examples, but these are sufficient to make the point that, aside
 from occasional church sermons and synodal statements, human rights

 activism in East Germany has been the work essentially of individuals

 and embryonic groups. Human rights activists have failed to institu-
 tionalize their dissident activity. They have failed to produce under-
 ground organizations akin to, for example, Moscow's now defunct Hel-

 sinki Watch Group. Since the translation of disaffection into dissent in
 this area remains, thus, a question of individuals, it does not appear
 likely to threaten the regime.

 The situation of the Sorbs is a specific human rights issue. Following
 the model of Soviet nationalities policy, East German policy toward the

 Sorbs is supportive in some respects and antagonistic in others. A Sorbian
 cultural movement, the Domowina, was reestablished under regime

 39 The G.D.R. actually allows a limited number of conscientious objectors to serve in a
 uniformed construction brigade. But, since the brigade works largely on projects of military
 importance, some objectors have refused even this.

 40 Henry W. Degenhardt, Political Dissent: An International Guide to Dissident, Extra-
 Parliamentary, Guerrilla and Illegal Political Movements (Detroit: Gale Research, i983), i6-

 I7.
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 auspices in I945, but in the mid-195os, under S.E.D. pressure, the Do-
 mowina endorsed industrialization and collectivization in Sorb-inhab-
 ited Lusatia-measures that were very unpopular among the Sorbs. As
 a result, the membership strength of the Domowina has waned steadily
 since then.41 Despite the Sorbian-language instruction in kindergartens,
 in primary and secondary schools, vocational schools, and in business
 academies-supplemented by the Slavonic Institute of the Academy of
 Sciences of the G.D.R. in Berlin, and the Sorbian Institute for Teacher
 Training and the Sorbian Ethnological Institute, both in Bautzen-the
 younger generations are increasingly becoming detached from their own
 Slavic heritage and are viewing themselves as immersed in a "German
 sea." The prize-winning Sorbian author Jurij Brezan captured some of
 the spirit of the dilemma in his book Views and Insights: "My literary
 bilingualism," he wrote there,

 it seems to me very difficult to explain it. My mother tongue is Sorbian.
 I learned to speak it, the way one learns to speak it in the village, and to
 that purpose-as an option-a pitiful A-B-C, maybe an occasional dic-
 tation, but never an essay [to write]. Throughout my I4 years in school,
 the German language was a major subject: here I wrote a hundred essays,
 read a thousand books-Goethe, Schiller, Lessing, Shakespeare, the Song
 of the Nibelungen, Cervantes, Zola, Tolstoy were all in German.... When
 I told my sisters stories, and soon after my friends as well, I related the
 stories in Sorbian. When I tried to write my first story, I wrote it in
 German. With the girl I loved I spoke Sorbian; when I wrote the first
 poem for her, I wrote it in German. The spoken word found sufficient
 room in my mother tongue. ... The written word ... could only be built
 on what I had read....42

 Interestingly enough, the combination of German cultural engulfment
 with a general toleration of Sorbian culture and heritage has produced,
 at least in one respect, an effect very similar among Sorbs to that pro-
 duced by the civil rights repression among human rights activists-that
 is, atomization, a failure to organize, and a tendency to deal with the
 situation as individuals.

 The situation is dramatically different with regard to environmental
 and feminist concerns-probably in part because these have been tra-
 ditional concerns of pacifists over the years and have thus drawn strength

 4 Zelime Amen Ward, "Minority Politics in the German Democratic Republic: Prob-
 lematics of Socialist Legitimacy and National Autonomy," in George Klein and Milan J.
 Reban, eds., The Politics of Ethnicity in Eastern Europe (New York: Columbia University
 Press, East European Monographs, i98i), 98, IOI-I02.

 42Quoted in Peter Jokostra, "Ein Archipel von Sprachinseln: Bericht uiber die Literatur
 der sorbischen Minderheit in der DDR" [An archipelago of linguistic islands: Report on
 the literature of the Sorbian minority in the GDR], Deutsche Studien I5 (September I977),
 279.
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 from the groundswell of pacifist sentiment in East Germany, and in

 part because environmentalism and feminism are "live" issues in West

 Germany, whereas human rights and Sorbian culture are not. Thus,

 contacts with West German "Greens" and other confrontations with

 the West German example (e.g., on television) can stimulate the former

 but not the latter (at least not in a straightforward manner).

 The environmental issue is serious enough. Environmental destruc-

 tion is said to be well advanced in five densely populated areas of the
 country, namely, Halle, Leipzig, Dresden, Karl Marx Stadt, and Berlin,

 and air pollution in Halle, Leipzig, and Zwickau is said to be more

 than twice the level of that in Chicago, Tokyo, or Dusseldorf. As in the

 case of the peace movement, Evangelical pastors have been acting as
 spokesmen for environmental concerns. In I979, a regional synod at

 Mecklenburg-Schwerin held discussions on the environmental risks of
 nuclear power, and in some parishes environmental groups were formed.
 Since then, annual tree-planting and cycling events have figured in

 various parish programs.43 The Rostock synod of the Evangelical church
 gave vocal expression to these concerns in early June I983 and on June

 5-the day the regime itself had designated as the "International Day

 of the Environment"-some 200 residents of Halle donned gas masks
 and rode bicycles through town to protest the pollutant Buna Chemical
 Works. The demonstrators were soon stopped and fined by security
 police, and five people, including the popular parson Lothar Rochau of
 Halle, were arrested.44 There can be no doubt that in the case of en-
 vironmental issues, disaffection has been translated into active dissent.

 Environmentalists demonstrate not merely against pollution but against

 the government planning that produces it. Moreover, the various en-

 vironmental conferences (six regional conferences in the first six months

 of I983) have taken place under the protection of the church and thus,

 implicitly, in opposition to the regime.
 S.E.D. policy toward women, like its nationalities policy, has followed

 the Soviet model: in practice this has meant that economics rather than

 politics has dictated policy decisions. Hence, although the German Com-
 munist Party had demanded the legalization of abortion as early as I93I,

 it was not until I972 that the S.E.D. legalized it. Similarly, the encour-
 agement of women to enter the labor force and the consequent estab-
 lishment of large numbers of day-care centers and kindergartens were

 43Der Spiegel, July 25, i983, trans. in JPRS, East Europe Report, No. 84I55 (August i9,
 I983).

 44Neue Ziircher Zeitung, July 5, i983, trans. in JPRS, East Europe Report, No. 84084
 (August io, i983); and Suiddeutsche Zeitung, July 5, i983. See also Die Welt, August 2, i983.
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 designed primarily to build the economy rather than to advance women's

 equality-and in fact, only 30 percent of the S.E.D. is female and only

 I2 percent of the members of the central committee of the S.E.D. are

 women.45 Female participation in the work force has been critical to
 East German productivity, and since i968 the East German constitution

 has proclaimed the duty as well as the right to work. Yet, although
 "East German women are not entirely happy with their lot,"46 they have
 lacked an organization to represent their interests-unless, of course,

 the regime-controlled Democratic Women's Federation of Germany is

 counted as such. But as David Childs notes, the federation's main tasks
 are ''to encourage more women to seek employment outside the home,
 to convince women of the correctness of the S.E.D's policies and to

 support the S.E.D./Soviet line in international organizations."47
 For all of the continued gender inequality, especially when it comes

 to housework-a phenomenon scarcely unique to the G.D.R.-it took

 the extension of military conscription to women to mobilize them into

 political opposition. An unfavorable status quo was tolerable, but a

 regime-dictated change for the worse was unacceptable and catalyzed

 inchoate disaffection into active dissent. A group calling itself "G.D.R.

 Women for Peace," led by Barbel Bohley and Ulrike Poppe, was founded,

 basically to press for recognition of a right to female conscientious
 objection to service.48 Further, in autumn i982 several hundred East
 German women signed a petition addressed to S.E.D. General Secretary
 Erich Honecker protesting female conscription and emphasizing that
 military service would entail "entirely new duties" that would be "ir-

 reconcilable with the concept we have of ourselves." The letter added
 that the new law had nothing to do with equality since the signators
 repudiated "the abstractions of 'enemy' and 'adversary' " and systematic

 training in "the destruction of human beings."49
 Clearly, disaffection in this second category has the potential of being

 translated into active dissent. But just as clearly, disaffection in category
 2 is a less potent source of dissent than disaffection in category i. Much

 45 Christel Sudau, "Women in the GDR," trans. by Biddy Martin, New German Critique,
 No. I3 (Winter 1978), 70-7I; David Childs, The GDR: Moscow's German Ally (London:
 George Allen & Unwin, i983), 25I; and Sharon L. Wolchik, "Ideology and Equality:
 The Status of Women in Eastern and Western Europe," Comparative Political Studies I3
 (January i981), 459.

 46 Childs (fn. 45), 259-
 47Ibid., 252.
 48Armeerundschau (April i982), 55-56; and Christian Science Monitor, January 5, i984. See

 also Neue ZUrcher Zeitung, January 6, i984.
 49Text of letter given in Der Spiegel, December 6, i982, p. II7, trans. in FBIS, Daily

 Report (Eastern Europe), December 7, i982.
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 of this has to do with the sheer dynamics of the situation. In category

 I there is a substratum of counterculture that provides a vantage point

 for an active orientation toward the system. Christians, like punkers,

 define their roles in the system on the basis of external criteria. In

 category 2, on the other hand, the genesis is more reactive: it is only

 because the regime carries out such and such a policy that individuals

 become disaffected and contemplate resistance. Because disaffection in
 this category is more narrowly focused and because it does not necessarily
 entail the application of articulated external criteria (such as the Christian
 moral code), it is both more apt to prove ephemeral and less potent a

 source of dissent, unless it becomes wedded to other sources of disaf-
 fection (as in the symbiosis of environmentalism and pacifism), or the
 regime provides a "spark" by tinkering with the status quo in a fashion
 viewed as unacceptable (as in the case of female conscription). On a final

 note here, it might be supposed that the church's role in support of
 pacifists and of environmentalists ought to be analytically comparable-

 that is, that these supportive activities ought not be listed in separate
 categories. But on the contrary, although the church's engagement with
 the peace issue is an organic dimension of its commitment to seeking
 alternatives to mass murder and violence, and thus a stance derivable
 from its core values, its support for the environmentalists seems to have

 a very different source, namely, the traditional role of pastors in rep-
 resenting the interests of their respective parishes and in helping them

 articulate those interests.

 MARXISM AS A STIMULUS OF DISSENT

 Marxism-Leninism combines Young Hegelian methodology with a

 system of empirical and normative theories. The normative element is
 implicit in the revolutionary project and is proudly admitted by the

 young Marx in Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts, but is stubbornly
 denied both by the later Marx (beginning with The German Ideology)
 and by the Leninists. The gap between the "ought" and the "is" is

 bridged by asserting that what is inevitable is progressive and that good
 communists must therefore work hard to make the inevitable even "more
 inevitable." This identification of the inevitable with the progressive has,

 in practice, also entailed an identification of actual policy with best policy,

 and a portrayal of desired results as achieved results. A disjunction be-
 tween practice and theory cannot be admitted because if admitted, the
 way is open to considerations of alternative applications and realizations

 of the theory, thereby undermining the party's political monopoly. So,
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 since "practice is the criterion of truth,"50 what is true is what is practical,

 and Marxism-Leninism reverts to the Hegelian identification of the real

 (under "socialism") with the rational. Marxist-Leninist systems thus

 commonly proceed from positing what "ought" to be the case-no
 unemployment, classes, ethnic frictions, crime, or religious affiliation

 except among the elderly-to declaring that this already is the case.

 These strange avowals of utopia engender cognitive dissonance (disaf-
 fection) when people perceive the disjunction between what is declared

 to be and what really is, and also provide a basis for critique (dissent).
 When the critic in fact accepts the theoretical premises of the system,

 and its normative baggage, the result is Marxist dissent, the third category
 in our typology of disaffection and dissent.

 Because Marxism is so concerned with achieving economic equality

 and abolishing classes, this species of disaffection ordinarily rivets onto
 the persistence of social and economic inequality and the existence of

 distinct classes under socialism. This form of disaffection is not limited
 to the intelligentsia-though they are the only ones capable of translating

 it into articulate dissenting theories-but may affect all those who come
 to feel betrayed by the revolution. This feeling of betrayal is a clue to
 the fact that this third strain of disaffection does not appear until after

 the lapse of a certain period of time-long enough to convince the
 discontents that the system has failed to live up to its promises. Zygmunt
 Bauman says approximately twenty years must pass before large numbers

 of people feel betrayed by the revolution-that is, enough time for the
 second generation to reach maturity, seek its place in the social structure,

 and discover that distributional equality does not exist.5'

 Given this analysis, it could be expected that Marxist dissent would
 become more thorough and more encompassing as time passed. This is

 exactly what has happened. To move from Harich to Havemann to
 Bahro is to move from criticism of the application of Marxism to a
 reassessment of certain central Marxist premises to a systematic exam-
 ination of the Marxist concept altogether. Khrushchev's revelations about

 Stalin at the Twentieth C.P.S.U. Congress in March I956 made a deep

 impression on Wolfgang Harich, a professor of social science in Berlin,

 and on philosopher Ernst Bloch. They responded by urging the de-

 mocratization of the party and suggesting unification of the S.E.D. and
 the West German S.P.D. as a prelude to the reestablishment of a united,
 neutral Germany. Harich did not question Marx's analysis but believed
 that the Stalinist model of political development was not merely a per-

 soMichael Waller, The Language of Communism (London: The Bodley Head, I972), 32.
 5 Zygmunt Bauman (fn. I), 46.
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 version of Marxism but might actually impede the development of au-

 thentic communist relations within a society. Indeed, the Stalinist en-

 deavor to skip the "capitalist" stage of development represented a deviation

 from Marxism, and hence it was conceivable, to Harich, that the pluralist

 West might achieve "communism" before the collectivist East. Harich
 organized a group to work for the internal reform of the party, taking
 into account the contributions of Trotsky, Bukharin, Luxemburg, Kaut-

 sky, S.P.D. theorist Fritz Steinberg, and the Yugoslavs. He urged the
 establishment of workers' councils on the Yugoslav model, a restoration

 of autonomy for the universities, an emphasis on raising living standards,
 and the complete abolition of the political police and the secret trials.52
 Harich was imprisoned for a ten-year term, and Bloch was expelled
 from the party.

 Physicist Robert Havemann gained notoriety in i962 when he launched

 a series of lectures in Leipzig and East Berlin, denouncing the G.D.R.'s
 ideology as neither dialectical nor materialist. Surprisingly, he was not
 dismissed from Humbolt University until i964, after thousands of East
 German students had heard his lectures. Though he reproached the
 S.E.D. for having deviated from Marxism, his dismissal was justified
 on the grounds that he had "gone beyond productive discussion to the
 point of radical divergence from the party line and Marxist-Leninist
 theory."53 Subsequently, Havemann was expelled from the party, and
 in i966 he was removed from the G.D.R. Academy of Sciences. He

 spent his later years under virtual house arrest and eventually came to
 the conclusion that the S.E.D. had erred in abolishing parliamentary

 democracy. For Havemann, as for Harich, pluralism was not incom-
 patible with Marxism but was in fact presumed by it; that is to say,
 where the S.E.D. had resolved the inner tension within Marx's thought,

 between his humanism and his desire to use organized revolutionary

 force to effect social and cultural change, in favor of revolutionary force

 and revolutionary transformation, Harich and Havemann clung to the
 inchoate humanism most amply developed in Marx's early writings.

 Their critique thus challenged the very heart of the S.E.D. system.

 Two books appeared in the mid-I970s-smuggled out of East Ger-
 many to be published in West Germany-which carried Marxist dissent

 one step further. Peter Ltibbe, in a work published in I975, argued that
 socialism had become mired in a bureaucratism in which the state

 dominated and exploited the people, and concluded that a new revolution

 5 David Childs, East Germany (London: Ernest Benn, i969), 38; and Volkmer (fn. ii),
 I28.

 53 Horst Sindermann, at Fifth Session of the Central Committee S.E.D. (February i964),
 as quoted in Childs (fn. 45), 74.
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 would be needed to correct the political subversion carried out by the

 Soviet and East European communist parties.54 Two years later came

 the publication of Rudolf Bahro's book The Alternative.55 Bahro's critique

 proceeds at two levels. On the first level, Bahro accepts the structure of

 Marxist analysis and marshals it to upbraid Soviet-style systems for
 radical deviation. On the second level, Bahro turns a critical eye toward

 Marxism itself and revises some of its operational principles. Then,
 having developed a critique on two levels, Bahro moves on to a third

 level, spelling out his prescription for a Marxist-inspired reform of East

 European politics.

 On the first level, Bahro accepts Marx's argument that the transition
 from "the realm of necessity to the realm of freedom" requires the

 abolition of the division of labor but argues that this transition is im-
 possible in Soviet-style systems, because society under these systems is

 dominated by an entrenched bureaucratic apparatus. By establishing a

 political and informational monopoly, this bureaucratic apparatus pro-

 duces a "false consciousness," transforming Marxism from revolutionary
 methodology into a legitimizing ideology. Indeed, as Hugh Mosley has

 noted, Bahro's analysis of Soviet-style systems evokes parallels with
 Marx's so-called Asiatic mode of production, in which the ruling class
 maintains its rule, not on the basis of private property holdings, but on
 the basis of its control of the ideological and administrative apparatus.

 Communist party rule has not, therefore, brought an end to human
 alienation, however much it might claim to have done so; it is in fact
 the chief obstacle to social progress in Eastern Europe. Yet, faithful to

 Marx, Bahro scorns political pluralism as backward and aspires to elim-
 inate bureaucratic domination by expanding political participation from

 below in a new "cultural revolution." Since this new cultural revolution

 should provide a basis for eliminating fundamental social conflict, Bahro
 accepts the Leninist belief that there should be no need for labor strikes,
 and prefers to keep strikes illegal.56

 Bahro looks to the attempted Czech reforms of i968 for inspiration
 and counsels emulation of Yugoslav self-management. For Bahro, the

 54Peter LUbbe, Der staatliche etablierte Sozialismus: zur Kritik des staat-monopolischen So-
 zialismus [Official state socialism: Critique of state-monopoly socialism] (Hamburg: Hoffman
 & Campe, I975), as cited in Jeffrey Lee Canfield, "Marxist Revisionism in East Germany:
 The Case of Rudolf Bahro," The Fletcher Forum 4 (Winter i980), 47.

 55 Rudolf Bahro, Die Alternative-Zur Kritik des real existierenden Sozialismus [The alter-
 native: Critique of the really existing socialism] (Cologne: Europdische Verlagsanstalt, 1977).

 56 Michael J. Sodaro, "Limits to Dissent in the GDR: Fragmentation, Cooptation, and
 Repression," in Jane Leftwich Curry, ed., Dissent in Eastern Europe (New York: Praeger,
 i983), 97 and passim; and Hugh Mosley, "The New Communist Opposition: Rudolf Bahro's
 Critique of the 'Really Existing Socialism,'" New German Critique, No. I5 (Fall 1978), 28,
 32.
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 fetishization of the plan serves, not the interests of economic rationality

 as is claimed, but rather the political rationality of maintaining hier-

 archical subordination and party monopoly of the means of production.
 On the second level, Bahro takes a critical look at Marxism itself and

 identifies three fundamental errors. First, Marx and Engels

 profoundly misunderstood the nature of the modern state. It is not epi-
 phenomenal to society; nor will it wither away; nor is it a means for social
 welfare and political articulation. Rather it is an apparatus with its own
 hierarchy and set of institutional interests, ruling and dominating the rest
 of society and in "tendentially antagonistic relationship to the immediate
 producers."57

 As a result, the "noncapitalist" path to socialism has produced a series

 of problems not anticipated by Marx, problems different from those

 analyzed by him in nineteenth-century Europe.58 Second, Marx believed
 that the elimination of private property and the erection of a system

 founded on "people's property" would suffice to eliminate alienation:

 he did not appreciate that even a "people's state" could foster aliena-
 tion.59 And third, Marx overestimated the capabilities of the working

 class, completely failing to perceive its fundamentally conservative and
 passive character. The working class could never dominate a "dictator-
 ship of the proletariat," whereas the revolution is, from the beginning,
 apt to be administered by a professional elite-the party.60

 The upshot, for Bahro (as he moves to the third level of his analysis),
 is that the East European political systems are in serious need of re-
 structuring. He proposes the legalization of extraparty opposition in the
 G.D.R. and elsewhere, the elimination of privileges for governmental
 and party workers, the greater equalization of wages, the obligatory

 participation by all functionaries, managers, and intelligentsia in four
 to six weeks of low-skilled work in their own work places annually,

 the establishment of workers' councils modeled on the Yugoslav expe-
 rience, and the creation of a multiregime "League of Communists" to
 spearhead cultural revolution throughout Eastern Europe. Bahro is thus

 aware of the tension in Marx between revolutionary force and humanism,

 but attempts to resolve it at a higher level. This "higher resolution" is

 57 David Bathrick, "The Politics of Culture: Rudolf Bahro and Opposition in the GDR,"
 New German Critique, No. I5 (Fall I978), 20.

 58 Canfield (fn. 54), 32.
 59 Ibid.
 60 GUnter Bartsch, "Mehr als Alternative-ein Durchbruch und Neubeginn" [More than

 an alternative: A breakthrough and a new beginning], Deutschland Archiv i (May I978),
 474. See also Fritz Schenk, "Rudolf Bahro und das Dilemma des Marxismus-Leninismus"
 [Rudolf Bahro and the dilemma of Marxism-Leninism], Deutschland Archiv ii (May I978),
 470-47I-
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 of course no less than a challenge to the entire superstructure of Marxism-
 Leninism, a challenge all the more troubling to the S.E.D. because it

 takes Marx as its starting point.6' Bahro was arrested the day following

 publication in Der Spiegel, in August I977, of one of the chapters of his

 book. He was tried and convicted of espionage and sentenced to prison
 for eight years. In late I979, however, on the occasion of the 3oth

 anniversary of the founding of the G.D.R., he was granted amnesty and
 deported to the Federal Republic.

 What Harich, Havemann, Lubbe, and Bahro have in common is that

 they have all marshaled Marxism to argue that the G.D.R. has become

 too Stalinist and that it has, in this way, betrayed the revolution. A very
 different tack is taken by East German Stalinists. Although they agree

 with the aforementioned Marxist dissidents that the S.E.D. has betrayed
 the revolution (and they have routinely denounced the "Verriter am

 Sozialismus"), they believe that the problem is that the G.D.R. is not

 Stalinist enough, and they look to Albania's Enver Hoxha for a con-
 temporary model. The East German Stalinist opposition has been active

 since I976 and grew to about 500 adherents in i98i, publishing a bulletin
 called Der Rote Stachel. Despite their hardline attitude, the East German
 Stalinists have also been defiantly anti-Soviet, thus presenting the S.E.D.
 with an additional challenge. In i98i, eight to ten leading members of
 this opposition group were arrested, including twenty-eight-year-old
 Andreas Bortfeldt and thirty-year-old Manfred Wilhelm.62

 What strikes one at once, when considering this third category, is

 that the translation from disaffection to dissent entails a challenge to

 the regime's interpretation and application of Marxism-that is, to both
 its theory and its praxis. This is a dimension of the practical orientation
 of Marxism, as expressed, for instance, in Marx's famous thesis on Feuer-

 bach, in which he insisted that the real point was to change the world,
 not to theorize about it.

 The authorities seem to be particularly concerned about this form of

 dissent because it threatens to create splits within party ranks, to divide
 the ideology-sowing doubts and creating cracks in which a new form
 of pluralism might take root and diluting the fundamental operational

 code of political control.63 Marxist dissenters bring no external criteria

 6, Wolf Biermann commented, when Bahro was jailed: "What brings them [the S.E.D.]
 to a complete rage and makes them crazy is the inherent criticism, the criticism that comes
 from within." Die Welt, July 3, I978, quoted in Canfield (fn. 54), 28.

 62Der Spiegel, August 24, i98i, p. 35.
 63 Peter Reddaway, "The Forced Resignation of the USSR from the World Psychiatric

 Society," lecture presented at the University of Washington, Seattle, Washington, March
 I4, i984.
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 to bear; on the contrary, they use the criteria internal to the official
 ideology to create an alternative to that ideology. Marxist dissent thus
 strikes at the very heart of the Marxist-Leninist system.

 ECONOMIC DISCONTENT AS A SOURCE OF DISSENT

 The fourth and final category of sources of disaffection is economic

 performance. East Germans' expectations had been raised both in ab-
 solute terms, by the economic boom of the i960s, and in relative terms,

 by the ideology of equality. Partly as a result of the general world
 recession and partly as a function of the structural limits to the G.D.R.'s

 developmental capacity and economic reforms, economic growth rates

 began to sag in the mid-I970s. East German planners adopted the so-
 lution of increasing imports of Western technology and goods in the

 effort to upgrade capital stock and reverse the economic slowdown.

 Instead, the debts spiraled and added to the pressures on the economy.
 The G.D.R.'s hard-currency debt to noncommunist countries rose stead-

 ily from $ I .4 billion in I 970 to $4.8 billion in I 9755 $ I i.6 billion in I 980,
 $I0.2 billion in i98i, and $I2.8 billion in i982. By i982, the G.D.R. had

 tallied the largest trade deficits in the Eastern bloc, and 40 percent of
 its hard-currency earnings were going to servicing its debts.64

 Meanwhile, disturbances in world oil and gas markets in I978 and
 I979 triggered a Western recession, which in turn resulted in an across-
 the-board drop in the demand for all East European exports except fuel.
 East German growth rates in national income, gross industrial output,
 and gross agricultural output were slashed by an average of 40 percent

 within seven years (0975 to i982), and nervous East German bankers
 repeatedly tried to reschedule their debts to the West-only to be turned
 down. Although the G.D.R. recorded increases in growth rates in na-
 tional income and industrial production in i983, and even trimmed back

 energy consumption by 7 percent, Berlin's planners are faced with both
 rising unemployment and, as of early i984, the necessity of imposing a
 drastic reduction in investments and imports, with a consequent negative

 impact on living standards.65
 The East German decision makers have responded to these pressures

 by shifting their trade to the U.S.S.R. (with whom the G.D.R. will

 64 Jan Vanous, "East European Economic Slowdown," Problems of Communism 3I (July-
 August i982), 3; Business Week (May 24, i982), I70, i8i; and Neue Zfircher Zeitung, January
 23-24, I983-

 65 Richard Portes, "Effects of the World Economic Crisis on the East European Econ-
 omies," World Economy 3 (June I980), 26; Frankfurter Allgemeine, January 2, i984, and Neue
 Zfircher Zeitung, January I2, I984.
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 conduct an estimated 40 percent of its foreign trade in I985) and by

 turning to private entrepreneurs (granting some 30,000 licenses to start

 private businesses between I976 and i982). They have not, however,

 managed to make headway against unemployment, and some East Ger-

 man workers have come to interpret the dual-tier pricing system, where-
 under basic necessities are extremely cheap but other items exceedingly

 expensive, as supportive of a rigid class system in which the modestly
 paid workers lack access to luxury goods, except through black market

 dealings.66 In I977 this policy led to worker protests and strikes, after
 Honecker opened up the hard-currency Intershop chain to East Ger-

 mans. Since the workers had no guaranteed access to Western currency,
 the move clearly favored the elite. In one district in East Berlin, workers
 protested vehemently, forcing the closure of one Intershop outlet. Else-

 where, striking workers demanded to be paid in hard currency. In other

 instances, East German workers have struck to protest the substitution

 of an inferior coffee blend for a preferred one, or to object to other
 irregularities in commodity supplies. Later, in summer i98i, stimulated

 by developments in Poland, East German workers in at least five cities
 staged strikes and clashed with police. Seven workers from four in-
 dustrial enterprises were arrested for discussing ways of democratizing
 the East German trade union on the model of Solidarity, and, in response,
 a group of East German discontents drew up a manifesto calling on
 East German workers to revolt and establish democratic rights of free
 speech and free assembly.67

 By late i982, supplies of meat, lard, milk, and vegetables were so
 unreliable that workers went on strike in Dresden, Boehlen, Espenhain,

 and in Premnitz, where factory managers used police to stop the dem-
 onstration.68 G.D.R. authorities admitted to being able to correct only
 8o percent of the supply shortcomings, but enacted stiffer measures to
 deal with unofficial public gatherings, especially where young people

 were concerned.69 There were credible and confirmed reports in January
 I 983 of an attempted assassination of Honecker that month. The regime's
 haste to deny these reports, offering in their place a strange and not

 66 Martin McCauley, "Storm Signals in E. German Economy," Soviet Analyst I I (February
 i0, i982), 5, 6; Der Spiegel, October 3, i983, p. I26; and "Interview with Robert Havemann"
 (fn. I2), 43.

 67 Volkmer, "East Germany: Dissenting Views" (fn. II), I I9-I20; New York Times, August
 3, i98i, and Christian Science Monitor, August 20, i98i.

 68Bild, November 20, i982, trans. in FBIS, Daily Report (Eastern Europe), November 23,
 I982.

 69Der Spiegel, November 8, i982, pp. i6-17; and Der Spiegel, January IO, i983, pp. i6-

 I7.
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 very believable account of how a shot happened to have been fired,

 betrayed a curious insecurity suggestive of latent vulnerabilities.70
 There are four preconditions for the translation of economic disaf-

 fection into widespread dissent: (I) a general perception of the situation
 as a problem (by comparison with past performance, performance in

 other countries, or promises held out by the leadership); (2) a widespread

 belief that the political elite is responsible for the problem and that it

 must be opposed (or even overthrown); (3) a diffuse hope; and (4) a
 belief in one's ability to effect change in one's own condition (sometimes
 called a "sense of political efficacy"). The first condition exists in East
 Germany, and perhaps also the third. Moreover, there is ample material

 suggesting that many East Germans hold the regime responsible for

 some of the economic problems (and of course for the militarization of
 society and the tight political controls). It is far from clear, however,
 that there is anything like a general consensus that the regime "must

 be opposed"-and actually some evidence to the contrary-or that East
 Germans have an autonomous sense of political efficacy.

 CONCLUSION

 Although disaffection and dissent are organically related, they remain
 analytically distinct phenomena. In functionalist terms, one might say
 that, although disaffection serves the "negative" functions of creating a
 critical distance between the disaffected and the regime, and of under-

 mining socialized expectations and behavioral patterns (the repudiation
 of military service, workers' strikes, and punk rock all reflecting different
 kinds of erosion of socialized behavior), the functions of dissent may be

 seen as ''positive." These functions are: (a) the articulation and expression
 of the meaning of disaffection; (b) critical opposition to the regime and
 the defense of the right to think differently; (c) presentation of an

 alternative information source-in this regard the Evangelical church's

 mini-"think tanks" on disarmament and peace education have served
 "dissenting" functions within the G.D.R.; and (d) the demonstration of
 an alternative model.

 The differing sources of disaffection are translated into dissent in
 different ways. Disaffection in category I (failure of socialization) is

 associated with countercultural options and has available transitory or

 7 Reported in Deutsche Presse-Agentur (Hamburg), January ii, i983, trans. in FBIS,
 Daily Report (Eastern Europe), January ii, i983; and Stern, January I3, i983, pp. I7, I26-
 I27. Denied in Allgemeiner Deutscher Nachrichtendienst (East Berlin), January ii, i983,
 trans. in FBIS, Daily Report (Eastern Europe), January ii, i983.
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 stable institutional resources. It is thus likely to give rise to forms of
 institutional or "countercultural" dissent. Disaffection in category 2 (pol-

 icy shortcomings) is apt to provoke discussion among affected persons

 and to lead to forms of group dissent through emergent ad hoc groups

 of varying sizes. Disaffection in category 3 (Marxist revisionism) carries
 great risks for the person who speaks out publicly. The state ideology

 is the state's preserve and it does not allow individuals to chart their

 own courses through the Marxist-Leninist corpus, let alone challenge

 the S.E.D.'s interpretation in public. Disaffection in this category is

 therefore likely to be translated into individual dissent. And finally,
 disaffection in category 4 (economic malaise) has the potential of being
 translated into social dissent, widespread protest, and even-in theory-

 social disintegration.
 The translation of disaffection into dissent is not automatic, of course.

 If it were, the analytical distinction would break down and the two

 would have to be seen as, at most, two phases in a single phenomenon.
 However, the translation of disaffection into dissent requires several
 factors, among which are hope; the emergence of a vision of an alter-
 native; a sense of political efficacy; and, often, a "trigger" (whether a
 policy reversal on the part of the regime or a situational change).

 Dissent, as resistance to accepted or imposed social and political norms,
 may arise in any society; the more narrowly those norms are defined,
 the broader the scope of dissent. Hence, the very approach taken by
 monocratic-dogmatic systems like that of the S.E.D. tends to subsume
 larger areas of activity under the term "dissent." But even given this

 point of departure, the S.E.D. hoped, in consonance with its Leninist
 presumptions, to extirpate both alienation and disaffection altogether,

 and in this way to banish dissent, except as an epiphenomenon of mental
 derangement. I have argued above that, in fact, S.E.D. policy has mul-

 tiplied the sources of disaffection and deepened the potential for dissent.
 The militarization of society has produced a critical backlash, especially

 among youth, and the Evangelical church has become increasingly in-
 volved both in this area and in environmental concerns. Antinationalism

 has not worked and has only produced estrangement from the system,
 and since late i982 the S.E.D. completely reversed this policy and set

 about to reclaim its past-Frederick the Great, Martin Luther, Prussia,
 and so forth. In a related area the G.D.R.'s obvious subordination to

 the U.S.S.R., its participation in the invasion of Czechoslovakia,7' and

 7 General Secretary Walter Ulbricht was eager to suppress the Prague Spring, but East
 German youth were deeply alienated by East German participation in the Warsaw Pact
 invasion of Czechoslovakia in i968, and some offspring of S.E.D. elite openly protested
 against the invasion. See Childs (fn. 45), 79-80.
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 its fawning endorsement of the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan rankle

 German pride and excite anti-Russian sentiments that remain close to

 the surface. The ideology of equality has encouraged workers to expect

 real equality and has fostered disaffection in its absence. Marxism itself

 has proved to be a potential seedbed for oppositional thought and opened
 new vistas for dissent. And finally, the generally repressive approach

 taken by the S.E.D. has actually stimulated social deviance and dissent,

 whether one looks at the effect of political impotence in stimulating

 egocentric individualism both in supportive (acquisitional) and antag-
 onistic (punk) guises, or at the politicization of counterculture produced

 by regime intolerance of either Christianity or punk, or at the resistance
 engendered by human rights violations. In short, the effect of the S.E.D.'s
 policy in the area of disaffection and dissent is precisely the opposite of

 what it aspires to achieve.

 Disaffection poses a curious and ambiguous threat to the S.E.D. and
 is therefore, in some ways, more complex an issue than dissent. If
 disaffection is treated as oppositional activity and suppressed-and Ron-

 ald Asmus argues that the S.E.D. could suppress the independent peace
 movement with "relative ease" if it were to conclude that the benefits
 outweighed the side effects72-athat very suppression would be likely to
 convert even inchoate disaffection into active opposition and to risk
 deepening disaffection and broadening the base for subsequent (revived)

 dissenting activity. The S.E.D. obviously prefers not to radicalize its
 dissidents. On the other hand, if the regime loosens up (as it did with
 regard to disco music in 1976 and, incrementally, with the church over
 the course of the I970s), it runs the risk that the disaffected will take
 advantage of the looser strictures, leading to a rise in "deviant" behavior,
 in political withdrawal (well exemplified in the punk counterculture),
 and in egoistic individualism (or "petit bourgeois" materialism, as the

 regime prefers to call it). Hence, the S.E.D. has gingerly tried to find a

 middle course, without knowing if a true "middle course" even exists.

 72 Ronald D. Asmus, "Is there a Peace Movement in the GDR?" Orbis 27 (Summer i983),
 338.
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